
Mesa
Revolutionary high bar tables, 
meeting and boardroom solutions



Designed by the UCI design studio, the Mesa table brings a new look to high 
bar tables, as well as providing solutions for boardroom and meeting room 
applications. 

The clean, angular legs provide a firm stance with concealed fasteners below 
the surface, bringing together functionality and a versatile aesthetic while 
maintaining a sleek contemporary design. 

50mm of leveling adjustment makes Mesa suitable for any uneven surface. 
Mesa is versatile and functional, making it ideal for breakout, hospitality, and 
education spaces. 

Available in UCI standard range of powder coat colours with your choice of 
laminate or solid timber top.

Introducing Mesa





Mesa

Mesa was designed as a high bar table creating the distinct trestle look. 
A low cross rail provides extreme rigidity making Mesa well suited for 
heavy solid timber or thicker laminate tops. 

Modular by design enables Mesa to provide multiple runs by adding in 
a mid-leg with no limits as to how long the run is.

SPECIFICATIONS

Heights (Using 25mm Worktop): 

950mm and 1050mm 

Worktop Width Range: 

1000mm - 2700mm (1050h) 

1000mm - 2700mm (950h)

Worktop Depth Range: 

900mm - 1200mm (1050h) 

900mm - 1200mm (950h)

Feet Options: 

Standard glide (50mm glide adjustment)

CONFIGURATIONS



Mesa Lite

Mesa Lite takes on the design cues of Mesa; however, the trestle look 
has been removed to create a minimalist table base solution.

Without the inclusion of the trestle cross rails, this allows stools and 
chairs to be positioned out the way when not in use.

The modular design of the Mesa Lite opens up it’s functionality with 
the ability to provide multiple runs by adding a mid-leg with no limits as 
to how long the run is.

UCI’s renowned product quality continues with Mesa & Mesa Lite with 
all aspect being tested in-house to Australian Standards.

SPECIFICATIONS

Heights (Using 25mm Worktop): 

720mm, 950mm and 1050mm 

Worktop Width Range: 

1000mm - 2700mm (1050h) 

1000mm - 2700mm (950h) 

1000mm - 2400mm (720h)

Worktop Depth Range: 

900mm - 1200mm (1050h) 

900mm - 1200mm (950h) 

700mm - 1050mm (720h)

Feet Options: 

Standard glide (50mm glide adjustment)

Or

Locking Castors 

Load capacity 100kg per castor.

CONFIGURATIONS



Mesa Lite Boardroom

Mesa Lite Boardroom provides another essential option to our Mesa 
family. The modular design of the Mesa Boardroom Lite enables it to 
provide multiple runs by adding in a mid-leg with no limits as to how 
long the boardroom is.

Offering 2 mid-leg choices, angled to match the ends or inset, this 
provides a clear run along the length of the table. Both mid-leg designs 
cater for in-top power solutions. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Height (Using 25mm Worktop): 

720mm

Worktop Size Range: 

700mm - 1050mm (Small) 

1100mm - 1450mm (Medium) 

1500mm - 1850mm (Large)

Feet Options: 

Standard glide (50mm glide adjustment)

CONFIGURATIONS



Mesa Lite Round

The Mesa Lite Round finishes this unique family, enabling round tables 
for both meeting spaces or break out areas across all 3 heights.

Elegant in design and simple in form, the Mesa Lite Round compliments 
any commercial or residential areas allowing multiple possibilities.

The simple stance of the Mesa Lite Round is in no way a compromise 
on strength, and as with all UCI products is fully tested in-house to 
Australian Standards.

SPECIFICATIONS

Heights (Using 25mm Worktop): 

720mm, 950mm and 1050mm 

Worktop Size Range: 

1100mm - 1250mm (1050h) 

1055mm - 1155mm (950h) 

930mm - 1050mm (720h)

Feet Options: 

Standard glide (50mm glide adjustment)

CONFIGURATIONS



Australia Wide www.uci.com.au 1300 824 824 Transforming Workspaces

Product Lifecycle: 

UCI Manufacturing is committed to its impact on the environment. All workstation frames manufactured 

by UCI Manufacturing are designed for disassembly and are 95% recyclable.  

Note: client specified materials are excluded from this statement.

With the use of basic hand tools UCI Manufacturing workstation frames can be broken down into raw 

material elements such as aluminium, steel and plastic (Moulded plastic components greater than 50gm in 

weight have recycling logo identification).

Features:

Made in Australia 

CKD Construction

Options:

UCI Manufacturing powder coat colour range available

Materials:

Australian mild steel tube and extruded aluminium 

Your Choice of laminate or solid timber top

Warranty: 

10 year warranty on structural components

Certification:

FS 520627 FS 520251 OHS 716586


